Being a Knight

A Knight is one who understands Truth, Justice, and Honor. Always
maintaining a High standard for themselves. A Knight leads by example,
never falling to petty desires. A Knight helps keep order in the community. A
figure of high respect and authority.
As a Knight your duty is to protect the Realm,
To teach and guide the people,
And your upmost responsibility is to the Community,
A Knight is an Intellectual Warrior
You must learn and translate the myths and lore of history to bring back the
knowledge that was lost,
A poet and a writer,
A skilled speaker,
Using your creative abilities to convey wisdom. The Knight works to be well
rounded, balancing their masculine and feminine energies. Many have seen
Knights just as a Masculine figure. But if one takes a close look at the lives

and activities of Knights in history. One can see how they were more than
just a warrior on the battlefield. They were also creative Intellectuals, many
were poets or musicians. They utilized the right brain, knowing that this
feminine energy gives them deeper understanding.
No Knight is the same, each comes with their own expertise. It is the
duty of the Knight to continue to master their particular field. The life of a
Knight is that of the eternal student. A Knight must never become
complacent in knowledge, knowing that there is always more to discover.
Becoming a Knight is no easy task, it is an Honorary Title bestowed by
The Gods themselves. The Court of Lucifer, a council in Hell evaluates many.
But few in modern day are ready for the duty of Knighthood. Much
responsibility is present in the Knights life, similar to that of a Priest or
Priestess. As a Knight you may have an important figure to protect.
There are other figures in the community with important
responsibilities that will begin to appear as humanity advances. For example
we have Clergy, and another known as Hells Assassin. It is very crucial to not
think that once a title is earned that your advancement or learning is
complete. For in reality it is the beginning of a new and more vital educative
experience. For every advancement gained, there is higher purpose to be
learned.

